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Abstract
Background—Air pollution, especially emissions derived from traffic sources, is associated 
with adverse cardiovascular outcomes. However, it remains unclear how inhaled factors drive 
extrapulmonary pathology.
Objectives—Previously, we found that canonical inflammatory response transcripts were 
elevated in cultured endothelial cells treated with plasma obtained after exposure compared with 
pre-exposure samples or filtered air (sham) exposures. While the findings confirmed the presence 
of bioactive factor(s) in the plasma after diesel inhalation, we wanted to better examine the 
complete genomic response to investigate 1) major responsive transcripts and 2) collected 
response pathways and ontogeny that may help to refine this method and inform the pathogenesis.
Methods—We assayed endothelial RNA with gene expression microarrays, examining the 
responses of cultured endothelial cells to plasma obtained from 6 healthy human subjects exposed 
to 100 μg/m3 diesel exhaust or filtered air for 2 h on separate occasions. In addition to pre-
exposure baseline samples, we investigated samples obtained immediately-post and 24h-post 
exposure.
Results—Microarray analysis of the coronary artery endothelial cells challenged with plasma 
identified 855 probes that changed over time following diesel exhaust exposure. Over-
representation analysis identified inflammatory cytokine pathways were upregulated both at the 2 
and 24 h condition. Novel pathways related to FOX transcription factors and secreted extracellular 
factors were also identified in the microarray analysis.
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Conclusions—These outcomes are consistent with our recent findings that plasma contains 
bioactive and inflammatory factors following pollutant inhalation. The specific study design 
implicates a novel pathway related to inflammatory blood borne components that may drive the 
extrapulmonary toxicity of ambient air pollutants.
BACKGROUND
Air pollution, especially particulate matter (PM), is strongly correlated with the risk of death 
due to cardiovascular disease (Pope 1989, Dockery, Pope et al. 1993, Brook, Rajagopalan et 
al. 2010). Ambient PM concentrations associate with the overall risk of cardiovascular 
disease and it has been estimated that every 10 μg/m3 increase in PM increases 
cardiovascular disease risk by 0.6-1.1% (Le Tertre, Medina et al. 2002, Omori, Fujimoto et 
al. 2003, Analitis, Katsouyanni et al. 2006, Ostro, Broadwin et al. 2006, Zanobetti and 
Schwartz 2009). Additionally, acute cardiovascular events have been linked to PM 
exposures occurring just hours before myocardial infarction and inhaled toxicants represent 
a major proportion of events that can trigger acute myocardial infarctions (Nawrot et al, 
2011). In the United States, around 25% of the mass of outdoor air pollution is comprised of 
diesel exhaust-derived PM, and diesel exhaust particle (DEP) levels are generally less than 3 
μg/m3 ((EPA) 2002). However, much higher levels can be observed in “hotspots” or in 
occupational settings, with measured concentrations in excess of 200 μg/m3 (Shih, Lai et al. 
2008, Zhang, Duan et al. 2014). With several recent analyses identifying traffic exposure as 
a major risk for triggering non-lethal myocardial infarction, understanding the 
pathophysiological mechanisms of combustion emission systemic toxicity remains an 
important knowledge gap that may help identify at-risk populations (Nawrot, Perez et al. 
2011).
Our recent studies have noted changes in circulating bioactivity following exposure to 
various inhaled pollutants. The nature of this plasma- and serum-borne bioactivity remains 
poorly understood, in terms of the relevant compositional changes and the breadth of 
downstream responses; however, the endothelium, with homeostatic roles for vasodilation, 
vascular inflammation, and platelet aggregation, is the most clear intermediate target 
(Knuckles, Lund et al. 2008, Cherng, Paffett et al. 2011, Campen 2012). Following exposure 
to diesel exhaust or a major component thereof, nitrogen dioxide, healthy humans exhibited 
changes in the plasma bioactivity that led to increased expression of inflammatory adhesion 
molecules and chemokines in cultured endothelial cells (Channell, Paffett et al. 2012). 
Furthermore, serum from mice exposed to ozone (O3) or fresh engine emissions (combined 
diesel and gasoline) was capable of inhibiting endothelial-dependent vasodilation in vessels 
from unexposed mice (Robertson, Colombo et al. 2013, Campen, Robertson et al. 2014). 
The observed mechanistic role for CD36, a multi-ligand scavenger receptor, suggests that 
more than a single factor in the serum or plasma may be responsible for pathophysiological 
effects on systemic endothelial cells (Robertson, Colombo et al. 2013).
An important limitation of earlier studies on serum or plasma bioactivity was that, while 
using endothelial cells as biosensors of the whole serum or plasma “exposome” enable a 
holistic, functional capture of cumulative systemic inflammatory potential, the selection of 
gene/protein measures used to assess endothelial cell response was biased by a priori 
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assumptions from canonical inflammatory pathways. The present study utilized the RNA 
from those prior studies in a straightforward genomic assessment to characterize the 
ontological nature of the whole genome response and examine the relative difference 
between immediate (2h post) and delayed (24h post) plasma bioactivity from healthy 
humans exposed to diesel emissions.
METHODS
Exposures
All human studies were approved by the EPA Institutional Review Board. Work on de-
identified plasma samples was approved as a research exemption by the University of New 
Mexico Human Research Protections Office. RNA and plasma samples were banked from 
previous studies and exposures are described in detail elsewhere (Sobus, Pleil et al. 2008, 
Channell, Paffett et al. 2012). Healthy human volunteers (n = 6) were exposed to filtered air 
or diesel engine exhaust (DEE) at a level of 100 μg PM/m3 for two hours with periodic 
exercise on separate occasions separated by at least two weeks and in random order. DEE 
was generated by a Cummins engine operating at idle conditions using a certified 
commercial #2 fuel (ChevronPhillips). Idling conditions were specifically chosen to reflect 
urban near-roadway scenarios wherein pedestrians may have close contact with fresh 
emissions. Major components of the diesel exhaust atmosphere were quantified as follows: 
106 ± 9 μg PM/m3; 4.7 ppm NOX; 0.8 ppm NO2; 2.8 ppm CO; and 2.4 ppm total 
hydrocarbons; the mass mean aerodynamic diameter of PM was 0.10 μm (Sobus, Pleil et al. 
2008, Channell, Paffett et al. 2012). Plasma was obtained before (T0), after the two-hour 
exposure (T2), and 24 hours after exposures (T24).
Endothelial Cell Culture and RNA Purification
Cryopreserved primary human coronary artery endothelial cells (hCAECs) were obtained 
from a commercial supplier (Lonza) and maintained according to manufacturer's 
recommendations with complete microvascular endothelial growth medium-2 (EGM-2 MV) 
supplemented with 5% fetal bovine serum and antibiotics (gentamycin and amphotericin-B). 
After the fourth passage of the cells, hCAECs were plated on 48-well plates, grown to 
confluence, and serum-starved overnight. The plasma isolated from the volunteers was 
diluted to a final concentration of 10% with serum-free EGM-2 MV and added to the cells. 
24 hours after the addition of conditioned media, the cells were washed with phosphate-
buffered saline and total RNA was isolated from two identically treated wells per condition 
using RNeasy Mini Prep Kits (Qiagen). Isolation of RNA was conducted as previously 
described.
Global Gene Expression Analysis
440 ng total RNA was used for in vitro transcription, overnight for 14h using biotin-11-
dUTP for labeling of the cRNA product using the Illumina TotalPrep RNA amplification kit 
(Ambion). The cRNA yields were quantified with a spectrophotometer and the labeled 
cRNA (500 ng) was hybridized to HumanHT-12 V4 BeadChip™ arrays (Illumina) 
containing 47,231 transcripts (targeting approximate 31,000 annotated genes) at 55 °C 
overnight following staining with 1 μg/mL streptavidin-Cy3 (Amersham Biosciences) for 
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visualization. Washing of the arrays was performed using Illumina high-stringency wash 
buffer for 30 min at 55 °C, followed by scanning according to standard Illumina protocols. 
Data for probe intensity and detection were captured with Illumina BeadStudio software 
using background correction and samples were quantile normalized (Schmid, Baum et al. 
2010) and mean centered per chip (Kitchen, Sabine et al. 2010). Quality standards for 
hybridization, staining, labeling, and background signal, along with basal level of 
housekeeping gene expression for each chip were confirmed. The microarray data are 
deposited in NCBI's Gene Expression Omnibus and are accessible through GEO series 
accession number GSE63095.
Statistics
To identify sources of variation across all samples we used a 4-way ANOVA model using 
Method of Moments (Eisenhart 1947) including subject, condition, and time as factors, with 
chip number as a random effect. To identify patterns of gene expression that associate with 
diesel exposure, we used a 3-way ANOVA linear model on the diesel exposure subset 
including subject and time as factors, with chip number as a random effect: Yijkl = μ + Chip 
numberi+ Timej + Subject(Chip number)ik + εijkl. γijkl represents the lth observation on the 
ith Chip number jth Time kth Subject. μ is the common effect for the whole experiment. εijkl 
represents the random error present in the lth observation on the ith Chip jth Time kth Subject. 
The errors εijkl are assumed to be normally and independently distributed with mean 0 and 
standard deviation δ for all measurements. Additional statistical tests were performed as 
indicated in the methods, figure legends, and table legends.
RESULTS
Subject demographics, study design, and circulating lipids
In order to study the transcriptional effects of diesel engine exhaust on coronary endothelial 
cell gene expression, plasma was obtained from a cohort of healthy individuals (Table 1) 
before, immediately after 2 h exposure, and 24 h after exposure to either filtered air or diesel 
engine exhaust (Fig. 1). The exposure conditions were randomized and a minimum of four 
weeks of time passed between either condition. Given the effect of circulating blood lipids 
on gene expression in cultured cells (Norata, Pirillo et al. 2003, Norata, Grigore et al. 2006) 
we measured lipids in the plasma samples obtained at baseline (T0) prior to either the 
filtered air or diesel exhaust exposure. There was no difference in total cholesterol, HDL, 
VLDL, or triglycerides (Fig. 2A, 2B) at T0 for either exposure on a per-subject basis using a 
paired t-test (p > 0.05). On average, LDL cholesterol was 11% lower (p = 0.01) in baseline 
samples when subjects were sampled prior to diesel exhaust exposure compared to the 
filtered air exposure (Fig. 2A, 2B). Given our primary comparison in this study is the effect 
of plasma from subjects post exposure over time, we measured the LDL levels across all 
three points using repeated measures ANOVA or by linear contrast and did not find any 
differences within each exposure (air and diesel), suggesting that time-dependent changes in 
gene expression are likely independent of LDL levels (Fig. 2B).
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Diesel exhaust exposure did not affect plasma concentrations of IL-6 or TNF-α
Previous studies on human exposure to diesel exhaust concluded that elevations of 
circulating cytokines are unlikely to be observed in a healthy individual exposed to diesel 
exhaust (Mills, Tornqvist et al. 2005). To confirm this in the present study, we measured 
circulating IL-6 and TNF-α levels in plasma samples before and after subjects were exposed 
to diesel exhaust. As anticipated, we did not observe any exposure-related change in either 
IL-6 or TNF-α analyzed by repeated measures ANOVA or by linear contrast (Fig. 3A, 3B) 
suggesting that IL-6 and TNF-α are not affected by the diesel exhaust exposures used in this 
study. Because these prototypical inflammatory markers were unchanged, we applied an 
unbiased, genomic approach to identify endothelial molecular signatures that may identify 
candidate pathways and mediators involved in the response to plasma.
Unsupervised analysis of the transcriptome identifies study subject as the primary source 
of the variance in differential gene expression
To identify changes in gene expression in coronary endothelial cells that correlate with 
diesel exposure, the plasma isolated at each collection point during the filtered air and diesel 
exhaust exposure was added to the culture medium of a single source of human coronary 
endothelial cells (Fig. 1). After 24 hours of culturing with collected plasma, the RNA from 
the coronary endothelial cells was purified and gene expression levels were measured using 
high-density BeadArray technology. The initial set of probes (47,231) was first filtered by 
removing probes identified as absent in ≥50% of samples per subject in at least two out of 
the eight subjects, reducing the number of detectable probes to 27,372 corresponding to 
21,209 unique genes. Surprisingly, unsupervised hierarchical clustering (Fig. 4A) and 
ANOVA linear modeling (Fig. 4B) identified the study subjects as the primary sources of 
variance. These data suggest that subject-to-subject plasma components have a strong effect 
on endothelial gene expression and in our study, correlates to an effect three times greater 
than diesel exhaust exposure.
Transcriptional patterns associated with diesel exposure
To identify patterns of gene expression that associate with diesel exposure, we used a 3-way 
ANOVA linear model on the diesel exposure subset (see Methods). Linear modeling 
identified unique 885 probes corresponding to 876 unique genes in comparing 
transcriptional responses of human coronary artery endothelial cells (hCAECs) cultured with 
plasma collected at either T0 vs. T2, T2 vs. T24, or T0 vs. T24 with an absolute fold change 
greater than two (p < 0.05). The overlap of each time point comparison is represented by 
Venn diagram (Figure 5A). Hierarchical clustering of the differentially expressed genes 
(Figure 5B) identified three main clusters of expression patterns: Cluster 1- persistently up-
regulated genes in response to plasma obtained after either time point (T2 or T24) post diesel 
exhaust exposure (Fig. 5B, green), Cluster 2- down-regulated genes in response to plasma 
obtained at T2 that return to control exposure expression levels in cells cultured with T24 
plasma (Fig. 5B, magenta), and Cluster 3- genes that change only in response to culturing 
with plasma obtained at T24 (Fig. 5B, cyan).
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Pathway analysis of transcriptional changes associated with diesel exposure
—To characterize the differential expression patterns, each cluster was analyzed for over-
representation in biological pathways (Table 2). Interestingly the persistently up-regulated 
genes in hCAECs cultured with T2 and T24 plasma (Cluster 1) were enriched for pathways 
associated with inflammation, including cytokine-mediated inflammation, angiotensin II 
stimulation, and TGF-β signaling. Whereas our candidate molecule screening of 
inflammatory mediators such as IL-6 and TNF-α did not associate with diesel exposure, 
these results suggest that there may be other molecules present in the diesel-exposed plasma 
that elicit inflammatory responses. When we analyzed the genes that are down-regulated in 
response to culturing with T24 plasma (Cluster 3) we identified genes involved in 
acetylcholine receptor signaling associated with anti-inflammation (STX16 and CHAT) and 
G-protein adapter proteins (SSR2, GNAL, ADCY5), suggesting that mediators found in T24 
plasma may impact anti-inflammatory signaling. In the genes that are down-regulated in 
response to culturing only with T2 plasma (Cluster 2) we identified only one nondescript 
pathway involving targets of a bZIP transcription factor. Although overrepresentation and 
enrichment analysis did not reveal information into the underlying biology within Cluster 2, 
these approaches do have limitations (Glaab, Baudot et al. 2012) and as such, other 
approaches may be used in future studies to better interpret the down-regulation of genes in 
hCAECs in response to acute diesel-exposed plasma. However, the return to T0 gene 
expression levels at T24 suggest that this cluster captures early changes in gene expression 
that restore to T0 levels, at least by 24 hours. Although there was limited statistical 
enrichment for biological pathways within Cluster 2, genes such as BTNL are suggested to 
exacerbate asthma (Yamazaki, Goya et al. 2010) and SELP expression/activity is a target for 
asthma therapy (Schumacher 2007, Takyar, Vasavada et al. 2013) and associates with diesel 
exposure in other models (Wauters, Esmaeilzadeh et al. 2015). Additional genes from 
Cluster 2 include F7, a serum prothrombin conversion accelerator, that associates with 
enhanced disease risk associated with smoking (Redondo, Watzke et al. 1999, Ben-Hadj-
Khalifa, Lakhal et al. 2013). It should be noted that there were 53 hypothetical or non-
annotated genes within this cluster that may be useful candidates for more in-depth studies.
Enrichment for specific transcription factor binding sites in diesel-responsive 
genes—We extended our expression profiling by analyzing the promoter regions of genes 
identified in each cluster for consensus transcription factor binding sites to identify factors 
that may mediate exposure-dependent signals. Within the Cluster 1 genes up-regulated in 
with exposure to T2 and/or T24 diesel plasma we identified binding sites for three 
transcription factors (Table 3) two of which are from the O and F classes of winged helix/
forkhead transcription factor (FOX) family, FOXO4 and FOXF2, that have binding sites in 
24 and 14 genes, respectively, within the 156 annotated genes in Cluster 1 (FDR < 1%) as 
well as several of the genes identified in the pathway enrichment (Table 2). Interestingly, 
we identified three FOX transcription factors within Cluster 1 (Figure 5C). FOXD2 and 
FOXL2 are over 2-fold higher with exposure to T24 diesel plasma compared to T0 control 
and T2 diesel plasma, whereas FOXH1 is up-regulated over 2-fold with exposure to either 
T2 and T24 diesel plasma compared to T0 control plasma. FOX transcription factors are 
associated with several inflammatory pathologies including ambient air pollution-based 
asthma (Nadeau, McDonald-Hyman et al. 2010), heart failure (Hannenhalli, Putt et al. 
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2006), and chronic inflammation (Peng 2010) suggesting that members of this family of 
transcriptional regulators may also play a role in the acute response to diesel emission 
exposure. FOX transcription factors are regulated in part by phosphorylation (Schisler, 
Willis et al. 2008, Ronnebaum and Patterson 2010) and our analysis is limited by not 
knowing the phosphorylation status of the various FOX factors identified in this study; 
however, the increases in FOX transcription factor expression (Figure 5C) are consistent 
with the increase in transcription of the genes in Cluster 1 (Table 2) with FOX binding sites 
(Table 3).
Extracellular factors associated with diesel exposure—We also analyzed each 
cluster for genes that encode products located in the extracellular region of cells, including 
secreted factors that may contribute to diesel-dependent signaling (Table 4). Genes 
spanning all three gene clusters from this analysis including TLR8, COL11A1, and LTBP3 
(Figure 5C) were previously associated in other studies ranging from smoking, ozone, 
particulate matter, asthma, and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (Konigshoff, 
Kneidinger et al. 2009, Shi, Chen et al. 2009, Bauer, Diaz-Sanchez et al. 2012, Bezemer, 
Sagar et al. 2012, Sancini, Farina et al. 2014). The identification of extracellular signaling 
molecules within each cluster suggest a dynamic role for the extracellular matrix and the 
regulation of secretory molecules in response to diesel exposure.
DISCUSSION
Alteration of blood composition leading to vascular bioactivity has been shown in both 
human and animal studies following controlled pollutant exposure (Channell, Paffett et al. 
2012, Robertson, Colombo et al. 2013). Cultured endothelial cells have been used in many 
of these studies as a biosensor of cumulative inflammatory potential of the circulation. The 
plasma can be viewed as a major part of the “exposome” for all endothelial cells in the body, 
and endothelial cell homeostasis is central to vascular health. By utilizing cultured 
endothelial cells in this manner and probing the transcriptional responses to the plasma from 
diesel-exposed human subjects, we observed a panel of responses consistent with 
inflammation and chronic vascular disease. The present study highlights both 1) the 
plausibility that inflammatory blood-borne factors arise after inhalation exposures and 2) the 
potential for such translational ex vivo bioactivity assays to help delineate the 
pathophysiological impacts of pollutant exposure.
Diesel emissions have been reported to induce vascular effects that are consistent with 
negative health outcomes. In healthy control volunteers, diesel exposure led to a loss of 
dilatory response to bradykinin, acetylcholine, and sodium nitroprusside (Mills, Tornqvist et 
al. 2005). In contrast, coronary artery disease patients with limited vasodilatory capacity 
exhibited substantial electrocardiographic deviations upon exercise with diesel exhaust 
exposure (Mills, Tornqvist et al. 2007). Rodent studies have found that nitric oxide 
pathways are negatively impacted following diesel exposures, in part due to uncoupling of 
the endothelial nitric oxide enzyme (Knuckles, Lund et al. 2008) and intracellular oxidative 
stress (Cherng, Paffett et al. 2011) and also nitric oxide bioavailability may be reduced by 
direct scavenging (Knuckles, Buntz et al. 2011, Langrish, Unosson et al. 2013). Chronically, 
diesel exhaust exposure leads to progression of atherosclerotic lesions, both in terms of size 
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and complexity (Campen, Lund et al. 2010, Bai, Kido et al. 2011, Miller, McLean et al. 
2013). A key facet of diesel exposure is the vascular influx of macrophages, which can be 
seen as early as a week of exposures (Lund, Lucero et al. 2011). Studies suggested that this 
inflammatory response to diesel was mediated via the LOX-1 receptor, suggesting that blood 
components interacting with endothelial cells and potentially circulating leukocytes may be 
central to such effects (Lund, Lucero et al. 2011). Importantly, such studies collectively 
implicate inflammatory activation of endothelial cells as a crucial intermediate process that 
drives both acute and chronic disease.
The present findings suggest that plasma composition is altered by diesel exposure in a 
manner that activates inflammatory responses in endothelial cells, and we propose that this 
response reflects a cumulative inflammatory signal from numerous compositional changes 
in the plasma. Endothelial genomic responses were ontologically categorized via pathway 
enrichment as related to ligand-receptor interactions. The nature of the compositional 
change remains unclear, but is unlikely related to changes in inflammatory chemokines, as 
we found that IL-6 and TNF-α were unchanged in the present cohort. Mills and colleagues 
conducted a similar exposure and failed to see changes in circulating leukocytes, 
neutrophils, IL-6, TNF-α, CRP, or PAI-1 (Mills, Tornqvist et al. 2005). Subsequent human 
exposures studies confirmed this lack of effect, and added negative results for circulating 
CD40L, P-selectin, and ICAM-1 (Lucking, Lundback et al. 2011). Inflammation and 
cytokines may play an important role in the lung following pollutant exposure, in general, 
but systemic transfer of effects are clearly more nuanced. Complex compositional alterations 
in the serum are assured, given the complex chemistries of the gaseous and particulate 
phases of diesel emissions, as well as the secondary intermediates that may form on contact 
with the biological milieu. Establishing causality with the myriad potential biomolecular 
changes will be a major challenge for future research.
We have previously reported modest, significant changes in plasma nitrites / nitrates and 
plasma matrix metalloproteinase 9 concentration and activity in rodent studies, however 
(Lund, Lucero et al. 2009). While significant, the magnitude of such changes is unlikely to 
drive the biological effects seen in the present in vitro application. The value of the 
endothelial cell response as a biosensor lies in assessing a cumulative functional impact. 
Discrete assessment of chemokines or other plasma-borne factors may reveal changes in 
concentration – or not – but this change in concentration is rarely linked to a biological 
outcome. Furthermore, many other factors are left unaccounted for in all but the most 
thorough analytical chemistry approaches and such factors may have effects that would be 
predicted to offset or augment the biological impact of those measured factors. Measuring 
cumulative impacts of environmental exposures provides a more accurate consideration of 
the potential contribution to in vivo pathology.
The breadth of health-related outcomes associated with air pollution may share a common 
etiology related to the outcomes of the endothelial cell responses. Air pollution, especially 
particulate matter levels, associate with numerous inflammatory disease that frequently arise 
with comorbidities, such as atherosclerosis, metabolic diseases, and chronic obstructive 
pulmonary disease. More recently, studies have highlighted associations between various air 
pollutants (PM, SO2, NO2) and broader inflammatory syndromes, such as gastrointestinal 
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diseases (Ananthakrishnan, McGinley et al. 2011, Beamish, Osornio-Vargas et al. 2011, 
Kaplan 2011), and arthritis and autoimmunity (Farhat, Silva et al. 2011). Vascular 
inflammation and metabolic syndrome plays a substantial role as a substrate for 
autoimmunity. The proatherogenic environment supports development of autoimmunity via 
TH17 differentiation, in a manner dependent on CD36 (Lim, Kim et al. 2014), a scavenger 
receptor that is activated by certain air pollutant exposures (Robertson, Colombo et al. 2013, 
Rao, Zhong et al. 2014). In the present study, we observed clusters of activated transcripts 
that control secreted proteins involved in common chronic diseases such as inflammatory 
bowel disease (WNT6), osteoarthritis (ADAMTS5, LTBP3), and connective tissue 
homeostasis (COL12A1). Though the present study is an acute, single exposure, we posit 
that repeated exposures can push a balance of inflammatory signaling that contributes, at 
least in a small way, to many of the above chronic condition. While speculative, the 
approach used in the present study could be expanded in terms of cohort, design, and 
analyses to better address the complexities of the relationships between air pollution and 
chronic inflammatory diseases.
One interesting observation from the current studies was that the subject factor played the 
greatest role in driving transcriptional differences, compared to exposure or time. This is 
consistent with our general appreciation that risk factors for cardiovascular disease include 
familial history, diet and lifestyle choices, with environmental factors playing a real, but 
lesser role. However, it is quite fascinating that the endothelial cells derived from the same 
lineage respond so uniquely to plasma from different individuals. While it is easy to assay 
for chemical differences in the plasma between subjects, it is worth noting that all plasma 
was supporting life in healthy subjects.
The present study has limitations that impact the strength of our conclusions. First, while the 
exposure was conducted under controlled conditions, it is considered a high concentration of 
diesel emissions for the United States and Europe, and the engine system is dated relative to 
new regulations regarding particle traps. The exposures are more typical in urban regions of 
less developed countries with older vehicle fleets. Furthermore, this single 2-h exposure is 
not unusual for many occupational settings. Importantly, the findings of the present study 
are better interpreted as pathobiological information regarding the transference of a 
generalized toxic signal from the lung to the vascular system, rather than a study specific to 
diesel emissions. Second, the cohort consisted of young, healthy individuals and may not 
reflect vulnerabilities conferred by age, diet, or pre-existing disease. Lastly, the dependence 
on genomic assessment and lack of mechanistic inquiry detracts from any conclusions 
related to cellular pathways. Probing the transcriptional responses provides clues as to what 
the compositionally altered plasma may activate in endothelial cells, but whether such 
changes are sufficient to impact homeostasis remains unclear. Based on recent findings of 
roles for multiligand receptors LOX-1 (Lund, Lucero et al. 2011), TLR4 (Kampfrath, 
Maiseyeu et al. 2011), and CD36 (Robertson, Colombo et al. 2013, Rao, Zhong et al. 2014), 
all of which could generate a portion of the inflammatory signaling responses observed in 
the plasma-treated endothelial cells (Silverstein and Febbraio 2009, Sikorski, Czerwoniec et 
al. 2011, Pirillo, Norata et al. 2013), ligands to such receptors are a likely intermediate that 
could be assessed in future research.
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In summary, genomic analysis of endothelial responses to plasma obtained following diesel 
exhaust inhalation reveals substantial pro-inflammatory changes that could participate in the 
promotion of both acute events or progression of chronic inflammatory vascular disease. 
While a single exposure would not cause chronic systemic disease, scenarios of repeated 
exposure may contribute to or accelerate ongoing inflammatory conditions. Overall, this 
translational ex vivo assay platform may be valuable for both improved understanding of the 
pathophysiological link between inhalation exposures and vascular disease, as well as 
comparative studies of air pollution toxicity.
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ABBREVIATIONS
PM particulate matter
DEP diesel exhaust particles
LDL low density lipoprotein
VLDL very low density lipoprotein
HDL high density lipoprotein
CD36 cluster of differentiation 36
ANOVA analysis of variance
IL-6 interleukin 6
TNF-α tumor necrosis factor alpha
hCAECs human coronary artery endothelial cells
TGF-β transforming growth factor beta
bZIP basic leucine zipper domain
FOX winged helix/forkhead transcription factor
FDR false discovery rate
LOX-1 lectin-like oxidized low-density lipoprotein (LDL) receptor-1
CRP c-reactive protein
PAI-1 plasminogen activator inhibitor-1
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TH17 T-helper 17 cells
TLR4 toll-like receptor 4
WNT6 wingless-type MMTV integration site family, member 6
ADAMTS5 a disintegrin and metalloproteinase with thrombospondin motifs 5
LTBP3 latent transforming growth factor beta binding protein 3
COL12A1 collagen, type XII, alpha 1
DEE diesel engine exhaust
EGM-2 endothelial growth medium-2
GEO gene expression omnibus
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Figure 1. Exerimental design
Blood was collected from subjects (T0) prior to exposure to either filtered air or diesel 
particles for two hours after which another blood sample was obtained (T2). The subjects 
then returned the next day for the final blood collection (T24). Lipid and cytokines were 
measured from each blood sample and plasma was extracted and frozen. After all samples 
were collected, the each plasma sample was to the culture media of human coronary 
endothelial cells.
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Figure 2. Blood lipid profiles
Total cholesterol (chol), high (HDL), low (LDL), and very low (VLDL) density 
lipoproteins, and triglycerides measured from blood samples. (A) grouped data from 
baseline samples represented by box and whiskers representing the min to max or (B, left) 
paired baseline samples (* p = 0.01 paired t-test comparing air to diesel conditions). LDL 
measured in each sample per time point in either the air or diesel exposure arms (open circle 
or filled square, respectively) and represented by the mean ± SEM (B, right).
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Figure 3. Cytokine levels
Interlukin 6 (IL-6) and tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α) measured from blood samples 
at each collection time point from the diesel exposure arm. (A) grouped data from subjects 
represented by box and whiskers representing the min to max or (B) by individual.
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Figure 4. Global transcriptome analysis
Probes that passed quality control (27,372) analyzed via (A) unsupervised hierarchical 
clustering of all arrays (represented by rows). Annotations of the array samples are 
represented by columns including subject number, time, or condition (Cond.) represented by 
“A” air exposure or “D” diesel exposure. (B) ANOVA linear modeling idendified 
differentially expressed probes per variable (Subject, Time, and Condition) including the 
intersection of condition and time variables (Cond. × Time). The Venn diagram indicates the 
overlap across the variables.
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Figure 5. Identifying transcriptional patterns associated with diesel exposure
(A) The number of differentially expressed probes in cells treated with plasma obtained in 
the diesel exposure arm comparing either T0 vs T2, T2 vs T24, or T0 vs T24 conditions. The 
overlap of each subset of probes is shown in the Venn diagram. (B) Hierarchical clustering 
of both the 855 probes and array samples represented by rows and columns, respectively, 
segreated the samples based on time and identied three main clusters of gene expression: 
Cluster 1 (green) are persistently up-regulated genes in cells responding to T2 or T24 diesel 
plasma; Cluster 2 (magenta) are down-regulated genes in cells responding to T2 diesel 
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plasma; and Cluster 3 (cyan) are down-regulated genes in cells responding to T24 diesel 
plasma. (C) Relative gene expression levels of the FOX transcription factors (left) or 
extracellular factors (right) identified via gene expression microarrays represented by 
boxplot (Tukey) with the mean indicated (+) and sample outliers in the T2 or T24 groupings 
identified by symbols (■□ and ▲, respectively).
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Table 1
Subject demographics
Study Subjects (n = 8) Mean ± SEM
Age (y) 24.9 ± 1.6
Gender (Male/Female) 3/5
Ancestry (AA/CAU) 2/6
BMI (kg/m2) 23.9 ± 1.9
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Table 2
Pathway enrichment
Pathway Genes p FE
Cluster 1 (n = 156)
    Inflammation mediated by chemokine and cytokine signaling pathway *ARRB2, COL12A1, *,†PLCB2, PAK4, 
ALOX15
0.027 3.0
    Angiotensin II-stimulated signaling through G proteins and beta-arrestin *ARRB2, *,†PLCB2, 0.029 7.7
    TGF-beta signaling pathway *,†MAPK10, FOXH1, GDF3 0.031 4.4
    Integrin signaling pathway COL12A1, MAPK10, RND1, ‡ARF6 0.038 3.2
    2-arachidonoylglycerol biosynthesis *PLCB2 0.042 25
Cluster 2 (n = 136)
    Transcription regulation by bZIP transcription factor CREB3L4, GTF2A1L 0.037 6.7
Cluster 3 (n = 124)
    Muscarinic acetylcholine receptor 2 and 4 signaling pathway #STX16, #CHAT 0.025 8.3
    2-arachidonoylglycerol biosynthesis PLA1A 0.034 33
    Heterotrimeric G-protein signaling pathway-Gi alpha and Gs alpha mediated 
pathway
SSR2, #GNAL, ADCY5 0.042 3.9
    Pyruvate metabolism PCK1 0.049 20
The PANTHER (Protein ANalysis THrough Evolutionary Relationships) classification system (Mi, Muruganujan et al. 2013) was used to classify 
proteins (and their genes) via curated pathway analyses that explicitly specifies the relationships between the interacting molecules (Mi and 
Thomas 2009). The number of annotated genes for each Cluster are provided as well as the significant pathways identified, corresponding p values, 
and Fold Enrichment (FE) representing the number of genes found per pathway divided by the expected number of genes predicted based on the 
genes present on the microarray. Additionally, genes with promoter regions that contain binding sites for the transcription factors FOXO4 (*), 
FOXF2 (†), POU2F (‡), and MAZ (#) are identified (see Table 3).
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Table 3
Transcription factor promoter analysis
TF motif # genes q
Cluster 1
*FOXO4 24 1.1 e−3
†FOXF2 14 3.7 e−3
‡POU2F1 7 1.6 e−2
Cluster 2
TCF3 26 6.4 e−5
MEF2A 10 1.9 e−2
NF1 10 1.9 e−2
Cluster 3
#MAZ 22 2.0 e−3
The promoter regions of the genes within each cluster were analyzed for significant overlaps with the collection of transcription factor targets 
defined in the TRANSFAC database v7.4 (Wingender, Chen et al. 2000, Wingender, Chen et al. 2001). Listed are the number of genes identified 
for each transcription factor that was identified as significantly enriched via the hypergeometric test at a q value less than 0.05 (false discovery rate 
< 5%) (Subramanian, Tamayo et al. 2005).
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Table 4
List of extracellular gene products from each cluster of genes
Cluster Extracellular Gene Products
1 LTBP4, COL12A1, TRL8, FCN3, MMP25, WNT6
2 COL11A1, FRAS1, C1QTNF9B, ADAMTS7, WNT16, MMP23A
3 ADAMTSL5, LTBP3, SLIT3, WNT2B
The PANTHER classification system (Mi, Muruganujan et al. 2013) was used to classify proteins (and their genes) via functional classification. 
The genes from each cluster classified in the gene ontology cellular components of either extracellular region or extracellular matrix are provided.
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